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What is beyond theatre? Politics, spectacle makers, and the reconstruction of ephemeral 

settings at the turn of the 19th century. 

 

This paper proposes expanding the idea of virtuality not just to long-lost theatre spaces, but also to 

lost artistic and performative spectacle-practices. Through research focusing on Italian spectacle 

makers who migrated to Paris at the turn of the 19th century, my research presents the ephemeral 

spectacle as a tool to recreate a virtual reality on stage.  

My study explores the activity of the stage designer Ignazio Degotti, of the circus performer 

Antonio Franconi and his family, and of the firework technicians Ruggeri brothers. With their 

practices, these artists contributed to the creation of spectacular effects that were broadly and 

successfully used both in theatre and in political contexts, such as Revolutionary Festivals, or in 

performances driven by strong political messages. However, due to the intangible and contingent 

nature of settings created before the use of photography reproductions, we lack visual documentation. 

Consequently, the role of spectacle-makers has often been marginalized both in theatre and art 

history. Research on spectacle creation in the 18th century raises two initial considerations: Which 

sources shall we use for our research? And which methodology do we apply? By assembling visual 

and historical sources such as sketches, letters, and administrative documents, I will propose that the 

way we forward is to approach material aspects of the spectacle-creation process by integrating the 

analysis of aesthetic achievements of décor makers with a methodology pertinent to studies in cultural 

history.  

Specifically, this paper will focus on three different settings created in Paris during the years 

1791 -1809. The first is the staging of the comédie héroïque Lodoïska, which premiered at the Théâtre 

de Monsieur in 1791 with music by Luigi Cherubini. The second focuses on the settings created for 

the Revolutionary Festival «La fête des Vieillards» in 1797; during this festival, designers worked on 

a remake of the opera Alceste and they were requested to readapt the myth according to the new 

Revolutionary values. The last production taken into analysis is the Napoleonic imperial performance 

Fernand Cortez, produced at the Théâtre de l’ Opéra in 1809 to garner support for the Peninsular War 

started in 1808.  

By approaching performances created at various political moments, my paper argues that 

stagecraft may be seen as the virtual double of statecraft. It shows how the materiality of the stage 

enabled and even encouraged the virtuality created by spectacle makers to bridge towards the 

political, ultimately attempting to shape people’s consent in the socio-political sphere. Unlike 

sculptures or paintings, stage settings and special effects could not always be engendered by the 

artist’s creativity but had to be strictly functional to the plot and to the structural features of a 

particular performance location. Despite these limits, through an analysis of spectacle reviews, this 

paper shows how these Italian artists were able to adapt their artistry to the emotional climax required 

by each show and to drive the audience’s feelings toward unexpected directions. For example, in the 

case of Lodoïska, the visual effect of the performance intersected with the text of the libretto in a way 

that generated emotions and collective memories of the ongoing Revolution.   

To conclude, this paper intends to make a statement on how we might merge archivally-

informed historical research with the tools provided by the digital humanities. Is there any technology 

that could work in synergy with research on ephemeral spectacle and reconstruct practices out of a 



few and rare visual sources available?  Is it possible to visually reconstruct lost artistic practices and 

not only lost spaces? 
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